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The current T&A law in Greece requires all companies to 
have and operate an electronic system for measuring 
the working time of their employees directly connected 
to the national Greek server, ERGANI, for real-time 
workforce monitoring. ZKTeco has developed 
ZKBioTime ERGANI, a solution to enable businesses 
to manage their T&A and comply with this regulation 
in the most effective way.

The ERGANI server requires a specific format structure 
for employees’ check-in/check-out registration data 
that is compatible with our software. The most 
common type of employee credential is a QR code 
generated by the Greek government’s free app: Ergani 
CardScanner. Our firmware can read and decode the 
QR generated by this app.

Additionally, businesses may require having the data 
stored and available for their internal usage: this is 
why ZKBioTime ERGANI is the solution of choice for 
Greek companies.

ZKBio Time ERGANI



Why ERGANI?

ERGANI’S QR CODE 
MANAGEMENT

Our ZKBio Time ERGANI Solution is able to 
read and manage ERGANI QR codes thanks 
to ZKTeco identification devices, which are 
able to verify fingerprint, palm, face or QR 
code.

SOLUTIONS TO SUIT 
EVERY BUDGET

At ZKTeco we have three compatible 
devices that allow us to adjust the solution 
to the needs of each project. From the most 
advanced and flexible devices such as ZPad 
Plus to simple time and attendance systems 
such as IN-05A.



COMPLY WITH THE 
LAW AND MORE

ZKBio Time ERGANI makes it easier for 
companies to meet the requirements of the 
time control law established in Greece in 
2022. For companies looking to go further and 
manage time control completely and efficiently, 
ZKTeco also allows more advanced time 
control systems to be built around the basic 
solution.

INTERFACES AVAILABLE IN 
ENGLISH AND GREEK

Both ZKBio Time ERGANI and its compatible 
devices allow you to select the management 
language, two of the options being English 
and Greek (Coming soon).
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How the solution works



ZKBio Time ERGANI must be installed on the 
server. The HR department will be in charge 
of configuring the time and attendance 
system according to the needs of each 
company.

INSTALLATION

Employees are assigned whether they should 
appear in the ERGANI level. Depending on the 
option selected, the records generated by the 
employees will be sent or not to the ERGANI 
database, and all employee records can be 
subsequently exported.

SEND RECORDS

The HR department creates the profile 
for each employee or directly imports an 
existing database. It is important that the 
Employee VAT Number field is specified in 
each user’s profile.

EMPLOYEES



By adding employees to the Ergani 
Level, we will assign an unique 
Employee VAT Number. They will 
be able tu use their APP as punching 
method as well.

Employees



The Company Data established 
within the system menu will be 
reflected on every employee’s 
sheet. Those data are unique for all 
the company’s members.

Company Data



Attendance Management

The HR manager will be able to insert the Aitiologia 
code in case the punch is sent with delay. This is a 
fundamental function to comply with the law when 
Ergani rejects the punch.

A friendly interface reports 
whether punches have been 
succesfully sent to Ergani or not. 
Punches that are not sent, will be 
differentiated from punches that 
have been sent but refused by the 
national server.

Aitiologia

Reports



IN05-A [QR]
Cost effective Time & Attendance device 
compatible with ERGANI’S QR Codes

SPEEDFACE-V4L [QR]
Affordable Multibiometric Identification device 
compatible with ERGANI’S QR Codes

ZPAD PLUS [QR] 
Fully customizable Android Data Collection 
Terminal compatible with ERGANI’S QR Codes

Available devices
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